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Abstract 
Wallach's ra,tio hypothesis states that local luminance ratios clr!termine lightness 
perception under variable illumination. While local luminance ratios successfully dis-
count grad uaJ variations in illumination (illumination constancy or Type I constancy), 
they fail to explain lightness constancy in generaL Some examples of failures of the 
ratio hypothesis include dfects suggesting the eoplana.r ratio hypothesis (Gilchrist 
1977), "assimilation" effects, and confrgural effects such as the Bena.ry cross, and 
White's illusion. The present article extends the Boundary Contom System/Feature 
Contour System (BCS/FCS) approach to provide an explanation of these) effects in 
terms of a. neural model of 3-D lightness perception. Lightness constancy of objects 
in front of different backgrounds (background constancy or T'ype II constancy) is 
used t.o provide functional constraints to the theory and suggest. a contrast negation 
hypothesis which states that ratio measures betwe@ coplanar regions are given more 
weight in the determination of lightness. Simulations of the model applied to sev-
era.l stimuli including Benary cross and vVhite's illusion show that contrast; negation 
mechanisms modulate illumination constancy mechanisms to extend the explanatory 
power of the model. The model is a.lso used to devise new stimuli that test theoretical 
predictions. 
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ln everyday experience surface color constancy is an effortless achievement of the visual 
system. That is, despite (!) variations in lighting and (II) movement or displacement of 
objects across viwal contexts, object color appears to a large extent to remain constant. 
For cxarnple, consider the a.ppearance of a tea pot in a familiar kitchen scene. Large daily 
variations in the illumination of the kitchen, including shadowing, do not alter the apparent 
surface color of the tea pot. What is more, the tea pot remains the same apparent color 
despite being placed at different locations. Sometimes it may be placed on a reel table 
cloth and at other times on a white counter. Color constancy refers, then, to the fact (.hat 
surface color remains largely constant despite changes in the intensity and composition of 
the light reflected to the eyes from both the object itself and from surrounding objects. 
This paper is specifically concerned with the achromatic or black to white clirnension of 
perceived surfa.ce color, that is perceived reilectance, which is often referred to as 1-ighlneBs. 
'I'o avoid confu0ion, we distinguish lightness from brightness - the perceived lurninance of 
a. region of visual space. 
A landmark result in the study of lightness was an experiment reported by vVa.lla.ch 
(1948). Wallach showed that for a. disk-annulus pattern, lightness is given by the ratio of 
disk and annulus luminances. Wallach's results offered an explanation of lightness con-
stancy under changes in uniform scene illumination-- .. sometimes referred to as Wallach's 
ratio principle. 'J'his result has been supported by several expcrirncnts (e.g., Flock and 
Noguchi, 1970; Jacobsen and Gilchrist., 1988; Arend and Goldstein, 1987; but sec, Jameson 
and 1-lurvich, I 961). In one early study, Whittle and Challands (1969) had subjects perform 
brightness rnatches in a haploscopic: displa.y paradigm. A striking result was the fact that 
subjects always matched decrements to decrements, or incrernents to increrncnts, but never 
incrernent0 to decrements. Whittle and Challa.ncls' (J 969) results provide psychophysical 
support to the notion that the visual system codes luminance ratios a,nd not absolute lu-
minance (sec Gilchrist, 1991). These psychophysical results are in line with results frorn 
nemophysiology indicating that cells a.t early stages of the visual system encode local lu-
minance contrasts or ratios (Shapley and Enroth-Cugell, 1981) through the mechanisms 
of light adaptation including lateral inhibition (e.g., Hartline, UJ19; H.a.tliff and Hartline, 
1.959; sec Ratliff, 196:'5). 
However, despite the explanatory power of the ratio principle, and the fact that the early 
physiology of the vi:oual system is well suited to recover some measure of loca.l contrast, 
in genera.!, local ratios prove insufficient to account for surface color perception. Striking 
con tra.dictions of the ratio hypothesis are apparent in studies of the role of ~l-D spatia.! layout 
and illurnination arrangement on lightness perception (liochberg and Beck, 1951; Gilchri:ot 
1977; Gilchrist, 1980; Gilchrist, Delman, and .Jacobsen HJS~l). In 1977, Gilchrist proposed 
that this data is better characterized by the coplonaT rali.o hypolhcsi.s stating that ratios 
between regions within the same depth plane arc rnore significant in cletennining lightness 
for :J-D scene's. Other contradictions of the ratio hypothesis are reported in studies of 
background constancy (Whittle and Challands, 1969; Land and lvlcCann, 1971; Gilchrist, 
1988; Arend a.nd Spehar, l993b; Whittle, 1992), configmal effects (e.g., Hcna.ry (19211) 
cross, White's (1979) illusion), and assimilation effects (Arend el al., 1971; Shapley and 
Reid, 1985; Reid and Shapley, 1988)). 
In this paper, we propose mechanisms which favor coplanar ratios in the determination 
of lightness. In our system, the mechanisms of local contrast measurement are augmented 
by rnechanisrns of partial cont·rast negation which arc dependent on 3-D context. Our 
contrast negation hypothesis states that while contrast effects are strongest between regions 
on the same surface, contrast between surfaces at different depths is partially negated. 
Our work implements a straightforward extension of a neural model of 2- D brightness 
(Grossberg and 'fodorovic, 1988) to begin to account for 3-D lightness phenomena. From 
a functional perspective, contrast negation acts to moclula.te local contrast in order to 
improve background (Type II) constancy. As we show in simulation, the contrast negation 
hypothesis also allows an explanation of configura! efFects such as the Benary cross and 
White's illusion, as well binocular variations and several assimilation effects. 
Both experimental and theoretical studies of lightness perception have concentrated on 
1'ype I constancy. However, background (Type II) constancy is a functionally important 
competency (Whittle and Cha.llands, 1969; Gilchrist, 1 99'1) that is still poorly understood. 
The contrast negation hypothesis addresses the issue of how the visual system could simul-
taneously exhibit boih types of constancy1 . 
In the rest of this article we motivate and present a neural network model of :l- D lightne:os 
that incorporates our contra.:ot negation hypothesis. 'I'he model employs local contrast mea-
surement by lateral inhibition followed by depth-modulated filling-in. Some of the model's 
predictions are te:otecl through the usc of demonstrations employing binocular disparity. 
Cornputer simulations of several stimuli arc shown and illustrate the model's behavior. 
'I'hc implementation is in the tradition of filling-in modele; as developed by Gros:oberg and 
colleagues (Cohen and Grossberg, 1984; Grossberg and Todorovi(:, 1988) and is related to 
other models of ratio integration (Arend and Goldstein, 1987; Land and McCann, 1971; 
Gilchrist el rd., 198il). 
INSUFFICIENCY OF THE RATIO HYPOTHESIS 
Several current theories of lightnesc; have taken the neurophy:oiological data on retinal 
and cortical lateral inhibition as a starting point. and have attempted to explain how initial 
contrast rncasurcs 2 are transformed into lightness by the visual system. Models of lightness 
integration (Land and McCann, 1971; Arend and Goldstein, 1987) as well as frlling-in 
(Grossberg and Toclorovi{:, 1988) are sorne examples of formalisms which ha.ve proposed 
mechanisms for this transformation. 
A survey of the cxpcriment.allitcraturc reveals that the visual systcrn must accomplish 
the transformation from contrast measures to lightness in a highly conte":l-scnsilive way, as 
illustrated by c;tudies of illumination and background constancy. 'fhc forrner implies that 
the visual systcrn can, to a large extent, usc luminance contrasts to clcterrnine lightness. 
T'hc latter, on the other hand, demonstrates that contrast measures can be "ignored" to a 
--~---·· ------~ . ., ... , ___ _ 
1 Background constancy is not 100%, but neither is illumination constancy. Determining the conditions 
for snch constancies, as well as th(~ir extents, is a.n ongoing experimental task. 
2 \>\1c employ the Lcnns conf-rasl and ratio in similar ways. In particular, \vhen employing contrast we do 
not mean to imply that lightness ii:i ma.inly given by contrast and that constancy, therefore, is a deviation 
from contrast. 
large degrec3 ······a given patch appears the same independent of its surround. 
Studies by Gilchrist and his colleagues clarify the ways in which local contrasts influence 
lightness perception in 3-D visua.J scenes. Gilchrist (1977, 1980) showed that ratios within 
perceived depth planes but not retinal ratios are important in determining lightness, 
the so-called coplanar ratio hypothesis. Gilchrist et al. (198~1) showed that luminance ratios 
produced by reflectance (materia.!) changes are treated differently from luminance ratios 
produced by illurnination changes. They propose that edges arc clas:;ified as either due 
to illumination and reflectance changes and that 3-D surface layout must be determined 
before ratios can be selectively used to finally specify lightness. 
Land and McCann (1971) provided compelling qualitative evidence for background 
constancy with the use of chromatic stimuli. In their words, "If a. particular rectangle is 
moved to various positions in the lVIondrian, where it is surrounded by new sets of colored 
rectangles, the color sensation does not change signiftcantly. The color sensation depends 
only on ... rcl1ectances of the rectangle and not on the properties of the neighboring 
rectangles" (Land and McCann, J 971, p. 3). Note that for achromatic Mondrians, the 
local ratios of a given rectangle to its surrounding rectangles may be largely modified as 
the rectangle is moved to different regions. Land and McCann's observations suggest that 
something more than just local ratio measures are being used to judge lightness. One 
way to interpret these and other results on background constancy is that they indicate the 
operation of a mechanism that opposes or weakens the predictions of local contrast under 
sorne configurations. 
Shapley and Reid (1985) and Reid and Shapley (1988) have studied the effect of assim-
ilation on the perception of lightness. Assimilation can be described as the additive efl'ect 
on lightness of an object produced by the lightness of its background (Shapley, Ca.elli, 
Gro:;sberg, Morgan, and Rentschler, I 990), and thereby "oppose:;" contrast.. 'I' he extent to 
which local contrast as determined by lurninance ratios is opposed can be cpranti!icd by a 
weighting factor. H.eid and Shapley (1988) propose that. such factor is unity at ~ero distance 
and declines t.o half at a distance of().~):) degrees (but sec McCann and Savoy, 1991). While 
some of the e!Iect.s that contradict the predictions of local contrast can be explained as clue 
t.o sampling or blurring mechanisms, others, such as the Bcnary (J 924) cross and White's 
(1979) illusion, cannot, since they occur at the same scale for which other configurations 
yield contrast effects (Spehar, Gilchrist, and Arend 1995). 
CONTRAST NEGATION: BENARY CROSS AND WHITE'S ILLUSION 
Gilchrist (1977) showed that in :l-D scenes the lightness of a given region i:; determined 
predominantly in relation to other coplanar regions, and not by equally weighted relations 
to all retina.lly adjacent regions. 'I'hus, while contrast mcasurernents across surfaces would 
survive to ensure illumination constancy, contrast mcasurerncnts between surfaces would 
be rnoclulated to improve background constancy. We suggest that other contradictions of 
;3Note that we are not implying that the rat.io does not contribute to the percept, but only that theories 
which subscribe to the strong version of \Va.lla.ch's ratio principle arc incorrect. 01w \Vtly in which local 
ratios can be ''ignored') is by the integration of several ratios in a. scene as proposed by several author;;. 
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the ratio hypothesis, including stimuli like the Bena.ry cross, and White's illusion, invoke 
the same contrast negation mechanisms. 
'I'o explore this possibility, consider a 3-D interpretation of the the Bcnary cross pattern 
in Figure J. If the gray patch on the cross is taken to be at the sarne depth as the cross, 
while the other gray patch is taken to be at the same depth as the background (which 
iB below the cross), the gray patch on the cross should look lighter (since its lightness is 
determined in relation to the black cross), and the other patch darker (since its lightness 
is determined in relation to the white background). Figure 2 shows two stereo images 
tha.t induce the depth coniiguration assumed above. If the depth interpretation we have 
proposed is valid then the effect should be the same as in Figure 1. In fact, informal viewing 
suggests tha.t this is true. 'I'he contrast negation hypothesis makes the further prediction 
tha.t modifying the depth relationships in the Benary cross such that the patch on the 
cross appears in the same plane as the background (through a hole), while the other patch 
appears on the sa.rne plane as the cross (floating in mid-air), should weaken or even reverse 
the classic effect. Figme 3 shows that this is indeed the case. 
l''igure 1: Benary cross. T'he two patches arc colored with the same gray level. Ilowcvcr, 
typically observers find that the patch on the cross appcarB to be a lighter shade. Note 
that the strength or the effect. shown in this and other figures is subject to limitations due 
to reproduction. 
A similar analysis can be applied to White's (1979) illusion. Consider the dioplay in 
Figure 4. 'I'hc gray patches on the black stripes appear lighter than the gray patches on 
the white stripes. 'I'his effect. is considered a pu~~ling violation of sirn.ulia.neous conl.rasl. 
Figure 2: Binocular Bcnary cross. Binocular disparity cues can cause the patch on the 
background to appear behind the cross and the patch within it. Viewers should fuse left 
and right images (by uncrossing). 'I'he patch on the cross should still appear lighter a:; in 
the classic Benary eros:;. 
Figure :l: Binocular rnanipulation of Bcnary cross. Binocular disparit;y cues can cause the 
pa.tch within the cro:;s to appear in the sarnc plane as the background, as if viewed through 
a. hole in the cross. 'T'he rest of the cross and the other patch appear floating in front of the 
background. Viewers should fuse left and right images (by uncrossing). 'I'he classic effect 
should be weakened or even reversed. 
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since the contour length of the gray patches is larger for the stripes they do not lie on; 
e.g., the gray patches on the black stripes border the white stripes more than the black 
stripes. Simultaneous contrast would predict that the gray patches on the black stripes 
appear lighter than the one;; on the white stripes. If the display of Figure 4 is interpreted 
by the visual system such that the patches on the black stripes lie at the same depth as the 
stripe;; themselve;;, and the patches on the white stripes are also coplanar with the white 
stripes, then appearance is consistent with coplanar ratios. Grossberg (1995) has recently 
proposed a. related explanation of White's illusion with reference to depth organizations 
within FACADE theory. 
Figure tl: Whites illusion. 'J'he patches are colored the sarne gray-level. 'I'hc patches within 
the black stripe;, typically appear lighter than the patches within the white stripes. 
The above discussion implies that White's effect will be weakened or even reversed when 
the depth interpretation is able to link the gray patches on the black stripes to the white 
stripes, and the gray patches on the white stripes to the black stripes. Figure 5 shows 
that this is the case. 'I'hc depth organi"ation used in Figure 5 was originally proposed by 
Spehar c/o.!. (1995). 
It may sccnr odd to introduce depth into an expla.nation of Bcnary cross and White's 
illusion since the stinmli are 2-D. However, as we show in sirnulation, both displays include 
ample monocular cnes in the fonn of 'I'-junctions that wpport depthful interpretations. 
'l'he exarnplcs above suggest a process of partial contrast negation as illnstrated in Fig-
nrc 6. Suppose that the initial stages of the visual systern encode luminance contrast by 
lateral inhibition and register the image contrast as shown in Figure GB. Now consider the 
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Figure 5: Binocular rnanipulation of White's illusion. Binocular disparity is used so that 
the patches on the black stripes are at the same depth as the white stripes and the patches 
on the white stripes are a.t the same depth as the black stripes. Viewers should fuse left 
and right images (by uncrossing). White's effect should be decreased or even reversed. 
gray patch on the cross. In the classic version of the effect (Figure I) the contrast of the 
gra.y patch with the black cross somehow dominates otherwise, the two gray patches 
would appear the same. When the depth relationships are altered (Figure :l) the contrast 
of the gra.y patch with the white background determines lightness. 
A CONTRAST/FILLING-IN MODEL OF 3-D LIGHTNESS 
Contrast/Filling-in models propose that initial measures of boundary contrast followed 
by spreading of neural activity within filling-in cornpartrnents produce a response profile 
isomorphic with the percept (Fry, 1918; Walls, 1954; Gerrits and Vcndrik, 1970; Davidson 
and Whiteside, 1971; Hamada, 1984; Cohen and Grossberg, 1984; Grossberg and 'I'odorovic, 
1988; Pcssoa, IVIingolla, and Neumann, 1995). In this paper we develop a neural network 
rnodcl of lightness perception in the tradition of contrast/filling-in theories. 'I'he neural 
network developed here is a.n extension of the Boundary Contour System/Featme C~ontom 
Systern (BCS/FCS) proposed by Cohen ancl Grossberg (1981) a.ncl Grossberg and Mingolla. 
(1985a,b) to explain brightness data.. 
A fundamental idea of the BCS/FCS theory is that lateral inhibition achieves illumina-
tion constancy but requires the recovery of lightness by the filling-in, or diffusion, of jical11.m.l 
quality ("lightness" in our case). 'I'he final diffused activities correspond to lightness, which 
is the outcome of interactions between boundaries and feat; ural quality, whereby boundaries 
control the process of filling-in by forming gates of variable resistance to difFusion. 
An example best illustrates these mechanisms. Consider the Grossberg and T'odorovic: 
(1988) model applied to a. square-wave (l''igure 7). 'l'he input luminance waveform is ini-
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Fi,gure G: Dept.ll-clepcnclcnt contraoL negation. A) Henary cro;;o. B) Contrast coding. White 
and black regions code positive and negative contrast. respectively; gray valueo are regions 
of no contrast. Depth infonnation regulates which contrasts arc preserved and which a.rc 
partially negated. Contrast information at cliscontinuitic;; in depth arc partially negated. 
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tially convolved with ON-channel even-symmetric operators to compute contrast measures. 
The filtered input is then used in two ways: a) determination of boundaries; and b) as 
the input to diffusive filling-in. For the square-wave, the boundaries will correspond to the 
edges of the stimulus and define regions over which the Jiltcrcd input will be diffused or 
spread. 'I'he Jinal brightness prediction will be a square-wave. The success of the diffusion 
operation in generating the correct brightness prediction depends, in this case, on the fact 
that the boundary signals create the proper regions of filling-in. 
OUTPUT 
BOUNDARY 
FEATUR£ 
STH\'HJLtJS 
____,jj '-----
Figure 7: Schernatic representation of Grossberg and 'I'oclorovic's (1988) account of the 
perception of a square wave. 'I'he filtered input corresponds to the feature signals used for 
determining boundaries a.nd for filling-in. 
Boundaries are Not All or None 
While it rnay seem natmal to a.ssurne that borrndary signals only exist at locations 
conesponding to discontinuities of lurninance ("edges"), the initia.l stages of the BCS can 
be understood as general oriented contrast detectors. Oriented operators respond to the 
amount of lurninancc contrast regardless of whether contrasts a.rc generated by a.) luminance 
step functions, b) differences in textural distribution, or c) luminance gradients (Grossberg 
and Mingolla, 1987). 'l'hereforc, boundary signals in the BCS are not equivalent to edges. 
In fact, Grossberg and Mingolla (1987) showed that spatially dense "boundary webs" 
extended regions of boundary activity of differing strengths can forrn in regions of 
luminance gradients. 
'I' he continuum of boundary strengths generated by the BCS implies that the process of 
diffusion may be tota.lly or partia.lly blocked. Boundary signa.ls work to contain diffusion. 
Large boundary values do not allow features to diffuse. Weak boundary signa.ls cannot 
completely interrupt diffusion a.ncl will not stop features at a. given spatial location frorn 
a.ff'ect.ing other positions even when there are nonzero boundary signals in between. A zero 
strength boundary signal is then the limiting case where diffusion is most freely diff\rsccl 
L1 
across space (see Figure 8). In summary, in the BCS/FCS, filling-in is not just an averaging 
of activity within "abrupt" cornpartrnents (see, e.g., by Paradiso and Nakayama, 1991 ). 
(A} 
(B) 
(C) 
Figure 8: Schematic illustration of the proceos of filling-in. (A) Initial contrast signal 
(clia.grarncd in dark gray) reoulting fron1 ON an OFF lateral inhibition. (B) Filling-in of 
contrast signals within boundaries. Strong boundaries, such as the boundary on the left, 
stop spreading completely. Weakened boundaries, such as the boundary in the 1niddlc 
allow leakage of some proportion of the contrast signal. (C) After equilibration leakage will 
clctcr1ninc a. featural level which is sornc proportion of the original contrast signal. Note 
that in this diagram the contrast signals at most boundaries arc not shown and that thio 
process occms in both ON and OFF channels. 
How can the visual system construct 3-D lightness percepts from contrast mea-
sures obtained by retinotopic lateral inhibition? 
As discussed above, there iB both psychophysical and neurophysiological evidence that 
the visua.l system initially employs a ratio code. At the sarne time, the very fact that 
background con0tancy is obtained suggcst0 that the visual system goes beyond such early 
ratios in order to dctcnnine lightness. We suggest that this ratio-to-lightness tramformation 
involves the (partial) negation of contrasts a.t depth boundaries between object0. 'I'he 
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process of negation or opposition to the action of contrast can be viewed not only as a 
functional demand on the effective determination of lightness by the visual system, but 
also finds support in a wide range of experimental stimuli, as discussed below. 
A mechanism that is easily instantiated in a neural model and provides a ;;tra.ightforward 
modification to the contrast/filling-in proposal of Grossberg and Todorovic (1988) is the 
use of depth-gated filling-in. T'his can be accornplished through a. pathway that modulates 
boundary strength for boundaries between ;;nrfaces or objects across depth. The use of 
permeable or "leaky" boundaries was also used by Cross berg and T'odorovic (1 988). In the 
current usage, permeability is actively increased at boundaries between depth to partially 
negate the contrast effect -- since filling-in proceeds more freely and thus preserve 
lightness constancy across backgrounds. 
We now describe the main computational stages of the system (Figure 9) with reference 
to simulations of the Bena.ry cross stimulus. Actual equation;; and system parameters u;;ecl 
for this example and for all other simulations arc given in Appendix l. 
Stage 1: Contrast Measurement 
At this stage both ON and OFF neural fields with la.tera.l inhibitory connectivity measure 
the degree of local contrast in input images coding stimuli luminances4 . In uniform regions 
a con tra.st measurement of ~ero re;;ults. Figure 1 I ( ClN -OFF contrast) shows the output of 
the ON field minus the output of the OFF field of Stage l for the Bcnary cro;;s. White and 
black code activities in the ON and OFF Jlelds, rc;;peci,ively; gray codes ~cro activity. 
Stage 2: 2-D Boundary Detection 
At stage 2, oriented odd-syrnrnetric boundary detection cells are excited by the oriented 
sa.rnpling of the ON and OFF Stage l cells. Rcspon;;es are maxirnal when ON activation is 
strong on one ;;ide of a. cell's receptive Jleld a.nd OFF activation is strong on the opposite side. 
In other words, the cells are tuned to ON/OFF contrast co-occurrence, or juxtaposition (sec 
Grossberg, Mingolla, and Williamson, I 99:1; Pessoa el rd., 1995; Tvlarr 1982). 'I'he output 
at this stage is the ;;urn of the activations or such cells at ca.ch location for all orient.ationr;5• 
'I'hc output responses arc sharpened a.ncl loca.lizccl through latera.! inhibition acrose; space. 
Figure I I (Boundaries) show;; the output of Stage 2 for the lknary Crose; r;timuli. Boundary 
orientation;; are coded by line orientation and activation is coded by line length (ma.y be 
too small to see in the scale of the figure). 
Stage 3: Depth Map 
In the current implementation a. simple 'I'··juncl.ion schcrne was employed for the dc-
terrnination of the depth configuration. Figure I 0 diagrarns this scheme for the Bcna.ry 
Cross stimulus. While this simple scheme is sufficient. for recovering depth information in 
the irnages simulated in the paper, it is not intended to be a. substitute for a. full model of 
depth which ;;hould include more sophisticated monocular rncchani;;m;; as well a.s binocular 
proces;;es. 
1 Va.lues used in simulations were a.ct.urd photometer readings taken for our stimuli displayed on a CHT 
5 F'or simplicity~ only vertical a.nd hori7-ontal oriented boundary det.eetors were used in the present. 
implcmcnta.t.ion. 
l :J 
Depth Map Normalization 
2.0 9.0 4.0 
1 1 
oundary Detection Filling-in 
0 0 
ON/OFF Contrast 
Luminance 
Figure 9: :l-D lightness rnodel architecture. At each stage, profiles represent 1-D cross 
sections of activity ON and OFF lateral inhibition processing gives contrast measures ncar 
boundaries. 'fhcse measures support bounda.ry detection ancl filling-in. Depth boundaries 
arc detected to modulate the filling-in process. Both ON and OFF filling-in occurs with 
leakage being greater at depth boundaries than at boundaries between coplanar regions. 
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Initially, 'I'-junction cells detect such configurations in the image. For example, one type 
detects the 'I'-junction where left, right, and bottom positions arc active at the boundary 
stage and similar cells detect 'I'-junctions of different orientations. The activities of the 
'J'-junction cells arc then used in conjunction with boundary :;ignals to define complete 
boundarie:;. Spreading within these depth boundaries result:; in a depth ma.p (:;ee Figure lJ, 
Depth IVla.p ); different activit.ic:; code different depths. Note that in this stage, spreading 
was u:;ed only in order to assign the depth information obtained at boundaries to image 
regions. 
Stage 4: Depth-modulated Filling-in 
In Stage 4 the ON and OFF contrast rnea:;ures of Stage 1 diffu:;e across space within 
respective filling-in regions determined by bonnda.ries (Stage 2). The diffusion process i:; 
further rnoclulated by depth informa.tion contained in the depth map. 
Depth-modulated filling-in is such that boundaries across depths are reduced in strength. 
This allows a. small percentage of the contrast on either side of the boundary to leak across 
it resulting in partial contrast negation, or reduction, at these boundaries. ON and OFF 
filling-in domains were used which receive the corresponding ON and OFF contrast activities 
frorn Stage las inputs. Figure 11 (Filled-in) shows the final filled-in stage of the system 
when processing the Benary Cross. 'I'he plotted gray level values reflect the activities of 
the ON filling-in domain minus the OFF filling-in clornain 
1\ final stage of assigning absolute lightness values determines perceived lightness in 
terms of Munsell Values. The filled-in value:; for the white background and the black cross 
were assurned to be Munsell Values V = 9.5/ and V = 2.0/, respectively. Other Munsell 
Values were obtained by assuming a simple linear correspondence between final filled··in 
output and lightness. T'his same fixed rninimum and fixed rnaxirnum linear-sca.ling was 
u:;ecl to as:;ign Munsell Values for all the sirnulations shown. 
As Figure 11 illustrates, the model correctly predicts that the pa.teh on the cross ap-
pear:; lighter than the patch on the background. T'his result is a direct consequence of 
contrast negation. Given the depth relationships extracted by the '!'-junctions, the ratio 
of the background to the patch on the cross, and the ratio of the cro:;s to the patch on 
the background, are given 11. smaller weight in the lightne:;s computation. Therefore, the 
background will have a stronger effect on the appearance of the patch on the background, 
which will appear darker. At the sarne tirne, the cross will have a greater effect on the 
appearance of the patch on the eros:;, which will appear lighter. 
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Figure J 0: Depth rnap formation for Bcnary cross. A) Boundary signals defined by the 
boundary detection stage. B) T~junction:o. C) Early state of depth bound<try cornpletion 
along 2~D bounclarie:o consistent with occlusion. D) Final depth boundaries. E) Depth rna.p 
after spreading defines depth groupings. 
. . . 
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Depth Map Simulated Munsell 
Boundaries ON Filled-OFF Filled 
ON-OFF Contrast 
Stimulus 
Figure 11: Simulation of the llcnary c:rOBB. The filled-in valneo of the~ gray patch on the cross 
arc larger (\1 = 6.25/) than the valueo for the gray patch on the background (\1 = 4.5/). 
See text for explanation. 
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SIMULATIONS 
In this section, the model is applied to several stimuli, including binocular versions of 
the Benary cross, White's illusion, and assimilation effects. 
Benary cross 
As was shown in the previou;; ;;ection, the model successfully accounts for the classic 
version of the Benary cross. It can also account for the binocular version shown in Figure 2, 
where it makes the same prediction as shown in Figure JJ. The situation in which the depth 
relationships of the patches are altered so that the cross that is usually on the cross is at 
the same depth as the background (seen through a hole) and the patch that is usually on 
the background is at the sarne depth as the cross (floating in mid-air), as ;;hown in Figure 3, 
is ;;imulated in Figure 12. 'J'he "depth reversal" of this stimulus implie;;, according to the 
model, that the lightness of the left patch will be determined more in r-elation to the cross, 
and the lightness of the right patch will be determined more in relation to the background. 
'I'his rc;;ults, again, from the fact that contrast is preserved at coplanar boundaries and 
partially negated at boundaries across depth. 'I'he final prediction is that the left patch 
will appear lighter than the right one. Note that for this stimulus the depth map was given 
as input. 'I'hc current implernentation does not recover depth through binocular disparity 
as it only employs monocular cues. 
White's Illusion 
Figure l~l shows the rcsuli. of the rnodel for White's effect. 'I'hc '!'-junction information 
in the stimulu;; determines that the gray patches are coplanar with the patches they lie on; 
in the depth rnap only two depths are recovered and extend through the stripes. 'I'hereforc, 
their appearance will be detern1ined in relation to the contrast of their respective back-
grounds. T'his is obtained, again, through contra;;t rnodulation, where the contrast of, say, 
a gray patch on a black stripe is preserved, while the contrast of the same patch with the 
white is partially negated (clue to the depth arrangement). 'J'hc final prediction is that the 
gray patches on the white stripes should appear darker than the ones on the black stripes. 
In Figure 5 it was shown that binocular disparity cues can weaken or reverse White's 
effect. Figure 11 shows that the rnoclel makes the correct prediction in this case. Again, 
the depth rnap was given as inptll. to the sirnulation. 
Coplanar Ratios 
In a series of ingenious experiments, Gilchrist (1977, 1980) showed that depth config-
ura.tion and spatial layout help specify the perception of lightness. More specifically, it 
was proposed that the ratio of coplanar surfaces, not necessarily rctinally adjacent, deter-
mines lightness, the so-called coplanar ratio hypothesis. Gilchrist was able to convincingly 
clernonstrate this by comparing the perception of lightness in two equivalent displays (in 
terms of luminance values), aside from the perceived depth relationships in the displays. 
Figure 16 and Figure 17 show computer simulation;; of the coplanar ratio effect. 'I'he 
two stimuli shown in Figure 15 arc nsecl in the simulations. While the effect from these 
monocular stirnuli with T-junction cues to depth is greatly reduced relative to the effect 
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Depth Map Simulated Munsell 
Boundaries ON Filled-OFF Filled 
ON-OFF Contrast 
Stimulus 
Figure 12: Simulation of "reversed" binocular Bena.ry cross. 'I'he filled-in value:,; of the gray 
patch on the cro:os are smaller (\1 = 11.75/) than the values for the gray patch on the right 
(11 = 6.25/). 'I'hcsc results are oppo0ite to the observed result for the classic Hcnary c:ros0. 
Note that the depth map for this :otimulu0 wa.s not determined by monoc1llar '1'-junction 
cues but externally provided as a presumed 1-\l,:oult of binocular fusion. 
Simulated Munsell 
2.0 
Boundaries ON Filled-OFF Filled 
ON-OFF Contrast 
Stimulus 
Figure Ll: Simulation of White'~ effect. 'I'hc filled-in values of the gray patches on the 
black stripes are larger (V = 8.5/) than the values for the gray patches on the white stripes 
(11 = 7.0/). Sec text for explanation. 
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Simulated lVIunsell 
ON Filled-OFF Filled 
ON-OFF Contrast 
Stimulus 
Figure 14: Simulation of "reversed" White's efFect. 'I'he filled-in values of the gray patches 
on the black stripes are smaller (11 = 7.25/) than the values for the gray pa.tche:; on the 
white stripes (V = 8.5/). See text for explanation. 
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reported using the rich stimuli ernployed by Gilchrist it is still noticcable6 The 'I'-junction 
depth segregation groups the gray patch with the white patch on a single plane in Figure 16 
which specifies that the rightmost patch is at a different depth than the two leftmost 
patches which are coplanar. In Figure 17 the two rightmost patches are coplanar and at 
a. different depth than the leftmost patch. 'I'he difFerence between depth organizations 
alters the lightness of the central region, which should appear darker in the configuration 
of Figure 16 than the one for Figure 17. For Figure 16, since the middle patch is coplanar 
with a white patch, it is darkened by simultaneous contrast. For Figure 17, the middle 
patch is lightened by contrast since it is coplanar with a black patch. 
Figure 15: Stimuli demonstrating a. depth efl'cct on lightness. Contrast within depth group-
. . 
ings is more significant than contrast across depth groupings in determining lightness. 
'I'hcsc stimuli demonstrate an effect due to rnonocular 'I'-junction cues to depth organiza-
tion which is greatly reduced relative to that observed in :3-D scenes (Gilchrist 1977). 
Assimilation Effects 
Figures 19 and 18 show model simulations with the assirnilation stimuli of Shapley and 
Reid (1988) and Arend ei a!. (1971 ). No depth information is necessary to account for 
the two stimuli. ln all previous simulations, a small amount of leakage occurred between 
coplanar boundaries. 'l'hat is, even coplanar boundaries did not con1pletely block filling-in. 
The simulations shown in Figure 19 and 18 indicates that the sarne systern nsecl in the 
previous simulations explains these assimilation efFects. In Figure 18 7 it is shown that the 
_ _, __ _,_,, __ _ 
6Thcse stimuli were used since the T-jundion information was suilicicnt for the deterrnination of depth. 
7The stimulus includes a corner dividing the L\VO halves of the scene in order to compensate for a.n 
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Depth Map Simulated Munsell 
9 s .s () 
Boundaries ON Filled-OFF Filled 
ON-OFF Contrast 
Stimulus 
Figme 16: Modeling the coplanarity effect. 'I'he filled-in values for the rniddlc patch are 
smaller than for the stimulus simulated in the next figure because coplanar grouping for 
the gray patch in this scene is with the lighter patch. 
Depth Map Simulated Munsell 
0.0 
,.,,0 
I 
I 
Boundaries ON Filled-OFF Filled 
ON-OFF Contrast 
Stimulus 
Figure 17: Modeling the coplanarity effect. T'he filled-in values for the nliclclle patch are 
larger (.ban for the stimulm; simulated in the previous figure because coplanar grouping is 
with the darker patch. 
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contrast at the dark-light step in the rniddle of the display fillo-in to affect the central gray 
squares although there are intervening annuli ---- note that the annuli will also appear of 
different lightnesscs in the direction of simultaneous contrast. 
In the simulation shown in Figure 19, the ON and OFF contrasts at the Craik-O'Bricn 
cusp fill-in the left ancl right regions with lower and higher lightncsscs, respectively. Since 
the boundaries between the gray squares ancl the backgrounds are not perfect blockers, 
some amount of filling-in will affect the gray squares. Consequently, the square on the left 
will appear darker than the one on the right. A comment on the simulation of the Craik 
O'Brien effect is in order. This effect can be observed to be small. Still, in simulation, 
while the qualitative result agrees with the direction of the observed effect, the quantitative 
result is too weak. 'I'his shortcorning rnay reflect the ovcrsimplistic anchoring algorithm 
that we employed, or a choice of too small of a leakage term. Further, investigation is 
required to better evaluate this model quantitatively on a wide spectrum of stimuli. 
It should be noted that Grossberg and Todorovic (I 988) were already able to account 
for the assimilation effects investigated by Shapley and Reid (1985; Reid and Shapley, 1988) 
with the use of leaky or permeable boundaries. The present simulations illustrate that the 
current model that addresses i~-D lightness data can also explain such assimilation cJiects. 
DISCUSSION 
The BCS/FCS approach and related issues 
lsomorphi.mr-. Filling-in theories model brightness by explicit computat.ions correspond-
ing to the percept at each point in the stimulus array. Since the output of the rnodel is 
an activity profile that is, ideally, isomorphic with a human's brightness distribution in 
response to the corresponding stimulus, the model can be said to be isomorphistic (H.at.liii' 
and Sirovich, 1978; 'fodorovi(:, 1987; Pessoa and 'l'hornpson, 1995). While it is not yet 
known whether this type of representation actually occurs in the brain, filling-in oii'crs a 
rnechanism for cornputing the predicted brightness at each spatial position and can, there-
fore, be evaluated as a functional scheme -- independent of the (important) question o[ 
what is explicitly represented in the brain. 
Emergent network properties. 'I'hc implementation of the model as a neural network 
architecture is significant not only because it allows a connection to neurophysiological data 
but also because the properties of the model are highly context-dependent. rules. Such 
interactions cannot be captured easily by a set of rules; sec the discussion of Pcssoa c! a!. 
(1995) and Pcssoa (1995) concerning interpretation rules. 
Absolute lightness and anchoring 
It is widely reco1~nized that relative lurninance ratios can only produce relative lightness 
values. However, as Arend (1973, p. 391) states, "cmr perceptual scales are not interval but 
interesting feature of Lhe maximmn spreading filling-in algorithm used here. Inside corners a.lways yield high 
values in cen Ler-sun:ound processing. ln order to balance the relative strength of the rnaxima.l con t.rast inside 
the annuli to that of the the background regions, a corner had to he introduced into the background region. 
The introduction of the corner is consistent with viewing conditions in which the stirnulus ba.ckgrounds 
does not fill the entire visual field. 'l'his modification only changes the rnoclel's sirnulated lightness for the 
ba.ckground on the right; assirnila.tion does not depend on this modification. 
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Depth Map Simulated Munsell 
~.'lS : : "-~ : 
Boundaries ON Filled-OFF Filled 
ON-OFF Contrast 
Figure 18: Simulation of Shapley assimilation. 'J'he inner gray patch on the left appears 
lighter than the one on the right.. 
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Depth Map Simulated Munsell 
Boundaries ON Filled-OFF Filled 
ON-OFF Contrast 
Stimulus 
Figure 19: Sirnula.tion of Craik-O'Bricn assimilation. The gray patch on the left appears 
slightly darker than the one on the right. 
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rather have an origin." 'l'his importa.nt issue goes back to Hering's (1887 /1 964) assignment 
of "middle gray" to the luminance that corresponds to the midpoint of the range of perccp· 
tual responses. Gilchrist and colleagues have recently investigated the rules for anchor-ing, 
or providing absolute lightness values. 'fhcir investigation of a "staircase" Gelb effect il-
lustrates the key issue (Cataliotti and Gilchrist, 1995). ln their study, the appearance of 
a given patch turns darker and darker as more and more higher reflectance patches are 
introduced in the scene. 'I'hese drastic changes in appearance depend on physical changes 
occuring at distant regions in the scene, i.e., they are non-local. From this and other 
studies, Gilchrist and colleagues have suggested that a process by which absolute lightness 
values arc assigned is central to the determination of lightness. 
Further studies of anchoring will provide needed constraints on the underlying mcch-
anisrns. Does the lightest surface always appear white? Docs the blackest surface always 
appear black? When do regions appear as black holes or as sclf.luminous? Although present 
studies allow us to have partial answers to such issues, it is perhaps premature to propose 
a. full-fledged model of anchoring. However, it is a useful step to observe the performance 
of our simple minimum to maximum linear··scaling method of assigning Munsell Values ap· 
plied to the "staircase" Gelb effect stimuli (see Figure 20). Since these stimuli, are meant 
to cncornpass the entire visual field, the minimum and ma.xirnurn filled-in contrast values 
are usee! to "anchor" the scale. 'I'hus, for these whole field stimuli the scale varies as a 
function of the number of patches in ea.ch scene producing the reported "compression" of 
the lightness mapping. The degree and shape of the compression curves arc not a. perfect 
rna.tch to the observed data for the particular parameter set employed. 
Transparency and illumination perception 
Gilchrist cl a!. (1983) propose that edges arc classified as illumination or rcllectancc 
edges and that :3-D surface layout must be dctcnnined before ratios am used to finally 
specify lightness. vVc propose that partial contrast negation may also be involved in the 
processing of illumination and transparent filrn boundaries, i.e., in how initial lurninancc 
ratios are "integrated" in determining lightness. In the case of an illumination boundary, 
if contrast negation is triggered, the associated ratio will not determine lightness since its 
contribution will be rninirnized. 
In Figure 21, two equivalent lightne:,;s contrast patterns are displayed in the sarne display 
(top and bottom). Consider the two clark rectangular surrounds (top and bottom). The 
one in the bottonr is equivalent to the standard version except. that the test patches hover 
in front. of the background, while in the top stirnuli (of the same luminance) the test patche::; 
can be viewed as lying on the background behind a veil. 
'I'he ::;trengthening of the contrast effect can be attributed to the separation of the veil 
from the background and a consequential discounting of the veil'::; effect on the lurninance 
of the test patch. 'fhis discounting increases the sirnultancous contrast effect. In the 
fonnalism we have been exploring, the veil might be treated as belonging to a depth plane 
in front of the test. patches. 'Thus a depth boundary would exist at the veil's edge but 
nowhere else. A proper simulation of this case cannot yet be given and would require 
separate dept.h planes to constrain Jllling-in of the veil and the background. Such a multi· 
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Figure 20: Comparison of compression data (h) on the staircase Gdh effect and system 
performance (a) with the minimum to maxirnum linear scaling rule. 
Figure 21: Stimulus demonstrating a reduced simultaneons contrast effect for objects in 
front of backgrounds of different reflectances (bottom) rclati\·e to the effect. for surfaces 
nnder illumination qriations (top). Left and right images should be fused (by uncrossing). 
layer depth treatment would provide a framework for a unified treatment of transparency, 
shadows, and segmentation of opaque objects in depth (Grossberg, 1994; Arend, 1994). 
Evidence for local ratio integration across multiple boundaries 
Arend and Spehar (1993a) showed that for disk-annulus displays embedded in Mondrian 
patterns, lightness matches were illurnination invariant (perfect constancy did not hold as 
there was a small illumination invariant error). However, lightness matches did not follow 
the luminance ratio across the disk-annulus border. Instead, they followed the reflectance 
of the disk patch8 Using the sarne experimental paradigm, Arend and Spehar (1993b) 
studied the lightness of the disk a.s the annulus luminance was varied. In other words, the 
illumination was kept fixed while the reflectance of the surround was varied a study 
of background constancy. For both increments and decrements, lightness matches did not 
follow the local ratio of the disk and the annulus. 'l'hus, both illumination and surround 
manipulations can reveal the inadequacy of local ratios. 'l'hese studies suggest that local 
ratio integration or filling-in must partially extend beyond local boundaries to allow long-
range efFects as in our rnoclcl. 
Depth and White's illusion 
Support for the role of depth in White's effect comes from the variation of White's 
illusion presented by Spehar d al. (1995) (see Figure 5). These authors note that a display 
producing White's illusion can be changed to exhibit simultaneous contrast through a 
binocular manipulation in which gray patches arc seen either at the same dept.h-planc as a 
white background or at the same depth plane as a. black background. 
A recent study has quantified the d[cct of depth on White's illusion ('l'a.ya., Ehrenstein, 
and Cavonius, 1995). 'l'hc ma.in result of this study was that a depth organization (through 
binocular disparity) of a. standard display of White's illusion that is consistent with our 
depthful interpretation, not only preserves the effect but can intensify it. As noted by 
'I'aya. el al. (1995), the u;;e of ;;tereoscopic depth can intensify the grouping of the gray 
bars with a. given type of stripe (black or white), and therefore strengthen vVhite's illusion. 
'l'hese results indicate that the current model should be extended so that contra;;t. negation 
becomes proportional to depth separation. Alternatively, contrast negation rnay be stronger 
for cases where depth is implied by explicit binocular disparity cues (as opposed to 'f .. 
junction inforrna.tion). 
Our explanation is not unlike Gestalt explanations of Benary cross and White's illu-
sion which have relied on grouping or "perceptual belongingness" to determine lightness 
(Benary 1921; Wolff l93:l; Wallach UHS; Agostini and Profitt UJ9:l; Rock 198:l). Finally, 
experimental data. has been reported suggesting the weakening of contrast efFects through 
the introduction ol' depth in disk-annulus :otinmli (Gogel and Mershon 1969; but sec Dalby, 
Saillant, and Wooten, HJ95), in the Koffka ring (Wist and Susen 197:l), and in !Vlach bands 
(Wist 1971). 
Contrast negation and haploscopic display 
..... ,.~~--·" 
8Not.c that. surface reflcctanct\ i.e.: the ratio of incident. a.nd reflected light: in general is not given by 
the ratio across a. single border. 
ilO 
Several researchers have proposed that when observers are asked to match lightness, 
two mechanisms oppose each other. Gilchrist (1988, 1994) has proposed that there is 
a. comprornise between ratio rna.tching and luminance matching, a.s revealed through the 
ana.lysis of the data. of several investigations. In fact, Gilchrist (1988) proposes that the 
two mechanisms arc in competition. Whittle and Cha.llands (1969) and Whittle (1994) 
also propose a similar scherne. A striking result in the Whittle and Challancls (1969) study 
was that increrncnts and decrements neveT appeared of the same lightness (i.e., could never 
be matched), regardless of magnitude. The haploscopic method employed by Whittle 
and Challancls has been considered a paradigrn that minimi~es the competition between 
the two mechanisms (Gilchrist, 19D4), thus providing an efficient paradigm for probing 
ratio processing in lightness perception. Gilchrist (1994) suggests that the way in which 
luminance matching interferes with ratio ma.tching is through Land-type ratio integration 
(Land and McCann, 1971; Gilchrist and Jacobsen, 1 983; Arend and Goldstein, 1987) 
where the ratios across several borders arc integntted. According to this view, a more 
pure contrast efFect occurs in the haploscopic displays simply because of the poverty of 
boundaries. Likewise, small deviations in lightness constancy in shadowed scenes where 
ratios are good lightness predictors can be viewed as the effect of incomplete exclusion of 
the illumination or shadow boundary frorn the edge integration process (Gilchrist, 1991). 
Another way in which the haploscopic para.digrn can be understood to isolate ratio 
processing is that it may provide a situation in which contrast negation is ineffective. The 
present proposal is that contrast negation is achieved or facilitated at depth boundaries. 
In the haploscopic display, binocular summation results in an equivalent background for 
both test and standard patches at the binocular level of processing where depth would 
be assumed to modulate contrast. 'J'herel'orc, even if a haploscopic configuration induces 
a depthful percept of patches in front of the background each patch would be equally 
affected by negation mcchanisrns (since the binocular backgrounds are the same) and the 
full contrast df'cc:t would survive unrnodulatcd. 
APPENDIX 
'l'his appendix defines all model stages formally. 'l'he implerrrenta.tion was chosen to be 
as simple as possible and rnodcl stages should not be considered definitive proposals for 
the underlying rnechanisrns. 
Stage 1: Contrast Measurement 
The input pattern is processed by ON and OFF fields obeying membrane equations. For 
the ON field, the initial filtering follows 
dy+ di' = -ov(; + (!) - y(i)C,) - (yj; + ''/)E(; (l) 
where n, (3 and 1 are constants cqua.l to 1.0 for all the sirnnlations reported in this paper; 
( '+' j·l· i j·] '·j· . . + ]J'+' ·l . ]'·]·']' . + '1'1 
.·;,; rs , w .o,a. cxcrta,ory mpui. to V;,; anc l;:i rs t re i.ota rn n Jri.ory mput to lli.i· .. 1ese 
terms denote discrete convolutions of the input /;,; with spatial weighting functions, or 
kernels, as in 
(2) 
:ll 
where the weighting functions arc defined by nonnaJizecl Caus;;ians for the center and 
surround mechanisms as in 
(3) 
and 
F ··- l ·' ( (p-i)2+(q-j)2) 
.17HJ1} - ~ ex p 2 2 - -
r5sV27r (Js 
( 4) 
where J., > J, ("surround" broader than "center"). 
ON-responses are solved at equilibriurn and rectified so that 
(5) 
where [.1:]+ = max(:r, 0). 
Similar computations govern the OFF-responses which are obtained as follows: 
(G) 
H was assumed that center and surround rnechanisms provide input to both ON and OFF 
pa.t,hways, such that OFF-response;; are obtained by having Cij = E/j and e;:; = C/j. 
Stage 2: 2-D Boundary Detection 
At Stage 2, oriented odd··syrrnnetric boundary detection cells are excited by the oriented 
sampling of the ON and OFF Stage l cells. Responses are nraximal when ON activation is 
;;trong on one side of a cell's receptive field and OFF aclivation is strong on the opposite 
;;ide. ln other words, the cells are tuned to ON/OFF contrast co-occurrence, or juxta.position 
(;;cc Gro:osberg, Mingolla, & vVilliamson, 19~n; Pcssoa ct a!., HJ95; Marr, 1982). 
Forrnally, ON and OFF filtering responses arc convolved with oriented, offset Ganssians, 
as in, 
and 
s :- = '\' 1,. .. (;'k .. 
,_ I,Jk L dYHJ -- j)(J'I:J 
pq 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
wbcrc Ji is three times as large as CYw and G is rotated to define simple cells of different 
orientation and offset to sarnple ON or OFF activity next to the center of the cells. 
:l2 
Cells arc tuned to ON/OFF contrast juxtaposition. Formally: 
(I 0) 
'I'he output responses are sharpened and localized through lateral inhibition across space 
a.s in Stage 1: 
(ll) 
'I'he fina.l output at this stage is the sum of the simple cell boundary activity across a.ll 
orientations: 
Stage 3: Depth Map 
bi.i = L Z;jk· 
k 
(12) 
In the current implementation a simple scheme was employed for the determination of 
the depth configuration. Initially, four types of '1'-junction cells detect such configurations 
in the image. The following 'T-junction cell detects 'I'-junctions where left, right, and top 
positions of the boundary stage are active: 
( J:.l) 
where d is a constant. 'I'hree other 'I'-cclls were similarly defined for other orientations. 
'I'he a.ctivitieo of the 'I'--junction cells are then used in conjunction with boundary signals 
to define complete bourtdarics. Our scheme employed two steps of depth difFusion in order 
to detcnninc the depth map. 'I'he,;e should not be confused with the entirely separate 
process of difFusive filling-in which dctennines lightness values n,;cd in Stage 1. 'I'he two 
steps of depth diffusion provide a. simple rneans of determining depth in our stirnuli using 
the sante local rucchauisms suggested for feature filling-in (Grossberg and Todorovi(:, 1988). 
The following steps were used in tire current implementation: 1) Signals 'Iii were used 
to initiate a process of diffusion of activity. T'hc diffusion was confined to occur only along 
positions with strong boundary activity. 'fhe end result was the recovery of the boundaries 
of the occluding object as indicated by the T-junction information. Note that in order 
for this to happen the diffusion was initiated only along the occluding boundary in the T-
junction. 2) ln order to group regions in depth, filling-in within the boundaries determined 
by step 1 was medto define a. depth ma.p. Figure 10 shows the formation of the depth map 
for tire Benary cross stimulus. 
Stage 4: Depth-modulated Filling-in 
'fhc filling-in rnethocl employed in the present implementation for both ON and OFF 
channels can be cha.racteriY-ecl by the following two steps: 1) 'fhe rnaxima.l activation value 
:n 
of Stage 1 (contrast measurement, vt and yij) within a bounded region diffused throughout 
the region. 2) At boundaries, some leakage occurs allowing the integration of signals 
across boundaries signals within one region will a:ffect other regions even if separated by 
boundaries. 
T'he diffusion process is further modulated by the depth information in the depth map. 
Filling-in is such that boundaries across depths are reduced in strength. 'I'his allows a 
percentage of the contrast on either side of the boundary to leak acroii::> it resulting in partial 
contrast negation, or reduction, at theiie boundaries. ON and OFF filling-in domains arc 
uiied which receive the corresponding ON and OFF contrast activities from Stage las inputs. 
Formally this process is accomplished through the diffusion of contrast rneasurements within 
both ON and OFF filling-in fields or domains. 'I'his process involves t.he injection of contrast 
measurements into the fields and then filling·· in of those measurements. So initially, 
p+- + 
- i_j - llij' 
an cl 
Then diffusion occurs by the iteration of the following equation, which is given: 
Figure 22 for a diagram): 
\vhcre, 
1-, \ 1- (j"l }·2 1--r /·4 'i.i = 1 ~, a:c iJl i.J' i~Ji. -i.i), 
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(14) 
(15) 
(sec 
(Hi) 
( 17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
and where Si is inversely proportional to the strength of boundaries between feature cells 
and pi is inversely proportional to the strength of depth boundaries between feature cells. 
Since,. for these sirnulations boundary strength is binary, Si either equa.ls 0.2 or 1.0, and 
pi either equals :l.O or 1.0. For all sirnulations, filling-in equilibrated within 200 iterations. 
Arter Jllling-in of contrast measurements, relative lightncs0 values arc used to assign 
Munsell Values using a fixed rninirnurn, fixed maximum, linear scaling rule: 
s~tj 
~/ 
p1 
__ , 
f 2 Fii f4 
f3 
Figure 22: Diagrarn of diffusion from surrounding feature cells through semi--pcnneablc 
boundaries . . t denote feature values used to fill-in the value l'i.i· 8 is related to boundary 
activity and P to depth. 
Mi; = ([(i'ij- Fij)- m.in]+j(nl.a.T- min)) x 7.5) + 2, (21) 
where 1nin and m.a.T are defined by the black and white of the Benary cro;;s stimulus 
(i.e., min is the smallest Fi; and ma:c is the largest Fi; value after the Jilling-in stage of the 
Benary cross sirnulation. 
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